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ABSTRACT
A principle for program structuring is introduced. The principle follows from
adopting the idea that structure in a program is realized by changing or setting par-
ticular subsets of a program's variables under certain defined conditions. Individual
structural components may then be defined by changing minimum subsets of vari-
ables that permit progress. This method of program structuring is Widely applica-
ble. Examples are presented demonstrating how the structuring principle can be
applied to advantage in the implementation of several well-known algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The structure of a program determines its quality. The guidelines available for structuring.
grams are few. A commonly held view is that program structure is simply problem-dependent.
While of course this is in part true, what we hope to demonstrate is that there is a simple higher-
level problem-independent, structuring principle, that can often be very useful in making structuring
choices when designing programs. We find that with recursively defined data structures most pro-
gram designers readily accept the principle that there should be a match between program structure
and data structure. Few for example would attempt to implement a linearly recursive algorithm to
completely traverse a binary tree - a binary recursive mechanism obviously provides the match.
Similarly when dealing with data processing problems those familiar with Jackson's work [1,2]
readily accept that the structure of the program should mirror the structure of the file. The adv1'ln-
tages of making these matches between program structure and data structure are well understood
[1]. However when problems must be dealt with in other domains program designers are generally
far less conscious of program structure'. This comes about because there frequently does not
appear to be any structure in the data or the problem with which the program structure can be
matched. A program structuring principle that can deal with a wide range of problems in this
category and which also encompasses the problems where data structure may determine program
structure is therefore highly desirable.
Our goal is to define and apply a program structuring principle that will achieve a similar kind
of effect to what is achieved by applying the normalization rules in Codd's theory of relational data-
base organization [3]. A major goal in data base organization is to factor data into a set of relations
(structural components) that minimize redundancy and maximize independence for the relations so
that update operations are in general kept simple and the risk of inconsistencies caused by updates
is removed. This leads to relations with strongly localized intra-relational bonds and weak inter-
relational interactions. What we are seekinginour attempt at program structuring is also to remove
redundancy butfue redundancy we are seeking to remove is the unnecessary assignment or change
of values for variables and the unnecessary testing of conditions. Removal of these forms of com-
putational redundancy is usually achieved when there is a match between the structure of the data
or problem and the structure of the program.
2. PROGRAM STRUCTURING
The program structuring principle that we will present is a natural extension of adopting the
following view' of how structure is realized in a program. We choose to assume that structure in a
program is realized by changing or setting particular subsets of the program's variables under
certain defined conditions. From this definition it follows that when choosing the program struc-
ture for a partic\Jlar problem we can view the process as one of deciding which variables to change
or set and decidihg under what conditions these variables should be changed or set.
This view of the program structuring process needs further qualification to make it useful.
There are a number of ways in which this view of the program structuring process can be qualified.
We will choose to adopt a way that is simple, easy to apply, and widely applicable. Two other
principles are needed before we can introduce our qualified structuring principle. They are the prin-
ciple' of separation of concerns [4] arid the principle of least action [5]. One interpretation of
separation of concerns as it is applied to program desig'n is that well-defined tasks or sub-tasks
should be treated separately.
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An interpretation of the principle of least action relevant to program design is that progress towards
a solution should be made at all times bl} the simplest and least costly means possible.
Our chosen prQgram sttucturio!tprinciple whi.eh emb(!Jdie~ both tb~prir\ciple,.o/ofseparation of
concerns and the principle of least action requires that individual structural components in a pro-
gn~m should be defined by changing or fiettiJl9 the least number of variables under the sim-
plest possible condition consistent with making progress towards the postcondition (which
usually involves changing the variant function) for the precondition associated with the given
structural component.
A corollary to this is that where possible each structural component should be a com-
ponent that is capable of establishing the postcondition at least for some restricted precondi.
tion. A method of top-down stepwise refinement based on this idea is discussed in detail elsewhere
[6].
3. APPLICATIONS
To illustrate these ideas we will now discuss in detail several examples that have previously
been examined in the literature.
3.1. M<iximum Sum-section
With this problem, given an array of numbers (they can be positive or negative) it is required
tofindth"econtlguOus subsection a[i.ul of the array a[LN] which has the maximum sum m for its
set .Qfel~ments. More formally we can write the specification (Q,R) with precondition Q and
postcondition R as:
Q: N 2 1
Bentley [7J in his discussion of this problem gives the following example:
for which th~ sum m of the ,maximum subsection 0[3.. 7] :::: .. 187. He tbenprovides the very
eJegantlinear algorithm giv~n below for computing the m~ximum sum-section m.
Implementation (1):
m :.:::: 0; e::::: 0; i ::::: 0;
do if:,N-
i,e ::::: i+ t, max(O, c+a j +1);
m :.:>:;: max{e,m)
od
wh~l'e max is a function that ..eturns the maximum of its two arguments The implementation
is given here using Dijkstra's guarded commands [4].
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Taking a more abstract view of t,hings, inbasicstr?\tegy, there is a strong similarity between
. this problem and the simpler problem cif finding the maximum in an array of. el~mf;!nts .. The
difference arises because we must deal with super-elements (which are sums of adjacent elements)
rather than single elements when deciding upon the, maximum. Apart from this the two problems
are very similar in that we may have a variable m that 'defines the current maximum super-element
and another variable c that defines the next super~erement to be compared with the currerit max-
imum super-element.
As simple and as elegant as the above implementation is, it can end up doing a lot of
unnecessary comparisons and assignments that may be avoided by a better structured program. In
the implementation above, with each array element examined, checks are made whether both the
maximum sum-section and the current sum-section need to be updated. This will usually be more
than is required if we adopt our more abstract perception of the problem.
Our interest is to put together an implementation built from structural components that change
the least number of variables to make progress. In trying to identify such structural components to
make progress the smallest subset of free variables that needs to be changed will at least involve
changing an array index variable i as in Bentley's implementation. In fact, if all the array elements
happened to be negative, we could essentially get away with changing only the variable i because,
in this instance, the maximum sum-section would be the empty subsection which has a sum of zero.
Similarly, if all the array elements were positive, the task could be completed by changing just c and
i in a loop and then settingm the maximum sum-section at the end. Studying the problem more
carefully in this way we find that there are in fact three phases in which subsets of variables may be
changed under different conditions. Figure 2 illustrates the basic cycle and identifies these subsets
of variables and the conditions under which they may be changed.
(c)
··· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· ~ i! ·ji,c! ·~: .. ..:· ··· ·· ·· .· 1
(d)
Figure 2 needs some explanation. There are three regions (any of which may be empty)
corresponding to an iteration of the main loop of the program. Accordingly, there are three loops
within the main loop, one to handle each region. The vertical coordinate on the figure is only
intended to distinguish between positive and negative values of OJ. It does not imply that the values
in the array exhibif any sinusoidal behaviour whatsoever.
An implementation that follows from this interpretation of the problem and which includes the two
structural components mentioned earlier, and one other is:
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Implementation (2):
i:::;: 0; m:::;: 0; (;.,.... v,
repeat
do i -=1= Nand e ;;::: 0 eand a;+1 < 0- i,e;=: i+1, e+aj+1 od;
ife<O ->;>.,do i-=l=N cand a j +1 < 0 .... 1;= 1+1 ad; e ;=Oji;
do i -=1= N canda;+1>0 - I, c;= i+1, e+ a;+l od;
if e ;;::: m4) m ; = e fi t
until i=N
Any runs of either positive or negative values in the array \Alill be handled considerably more
efficiently by this implementation than by the earlier implementation. Of course in the special case
where the array consists of alternating positive and negative values there will be no gain from the
structural components we have used in this alternative implementation. However such a data
configuration would be unlikely in applications of this algorithm.
In comparing the two implementations the following observations may be made:
(i) In the second implementation the current rnaximumsuper-element is only tested> for, and if
necessary updated, after a complete cycle 'consisting of negative and positive runs. In contrast
m is tested for update and updated 'after each elernent is examined in Implementation (1).
For random data we may expect m to b~'updated something less than 10gN times (see Knuth
[8]) in implementation (2).
(ii) When 'c is negative and a run of negative elementS. is encountered with the first implementa-
tion e is unnecessarily and rep€iatedly set to zero. This is avoided in the second implemef}ta-
tion. In fact no variables are unnecessarily set or updated in the second implementation.
(iii) The structure of the second 4mplementation, we would ~uggest matches the abstract view of
the problem in that it is consistent with comparing a current maxirn.IJrn,s'l.1per-element with the
next con:tplete super-element that could be the new maximum super~element seen so far.
This structural match is absenLfrom the first implementation.
(iv) In comparing the two implementations we say that the secondimplementatiol1 is strongly
l>tructur~d because each of its structural components changes the minimum suffF<;:ient subset
'of variabies .under the simplest sufficient conditions. ';The' first implementation'which does not
conform to these structuring principles is said to bednly a weakly structured implementation.
An examination 01 the basic cycle suggests there are two conditions (I.e. aj > 0 1\ c ;;::: 0 and a j
< 01\ c ~ 0) under which the same subset of va~iables i, and e are changed. As an alternative to
implementation (2) We Gould choose not to disthiguish between positive and negative array. element
values. This leads to the follOWing implemenf~tion for the body of the algorithm.
Implementattop (3):
i:=: 0; m: =0;
repeat
do i-=l=Neand ai+l < 0 - i:== i+1 od; c.;:;=O;
'do I::pN'and C .~ 0 -




We have used ~ to indicate that if B~ S Ii is shorthand for if B - S n .., B - skip fi to avoid the risk of
abortion whe.n .., B is encountered.
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This implementation is resolved or normalized in terms of its variable subsets but not in termso(th'~
cbridlflonl:dfssodated with change of the'varlable subsets (Le. it does not distinguish between'a; >0
and OJ <0) .. The consequence of this is that with each iteration of the main inner loop Ris' forced
to 6heckif.m needs to be updated. Only complete variable subset and conditional resolution
removes this redundant checking and so for most data configurations implementation (2) will
involve less testing.
3.2. Prime factoriZation
The problem of finding the prime factors of a natural number is well-known. Alagic and Arbib
[91 give an implementation with the following structure. t .
Implementation (1):
i : = 0; k : = 0; n : == N;
q : = n diu Pro];
r : = n mod prO];
do r = 0 V q > p[k] -
ifr=O -'.+ i,J[i+1]:= i+l,p[k]; n:= q
Or=1=0-k:==k+1
fi;
q : = n diu p[k];
r : = n mod p[k]
od;
if n =1= 1 ~i,f[i+ 1] : = i+ 1, nJi
In this implementation the array p is assumed to contain an adequate list of primes necessary to
complete the factorization of N, and the array f is used to store all ~he prime factors. In providing
an alternative implementation we will make the same assumptions and attempt to produce a Similar
factor array f. In seeking to provide an alternative implementation for this problem we are
interested in identifying structural components that involve the change of the least number of vari-
ables and still allow progress. It would for example be possible to completely factor' a number
without changing k the index that allows the prime number variable to change. This would occur
when N consisted of a single integer raised to a given power (e.g. N ':" 223). The major structural
component may therefore be one that handles a single prime raised to a power. When this
mechanism is placed in a loop we have the following prime factorization algorithm.
Implementation (2):
k: = 0; n : = N; i : == 0;
repeat
k:=k+l;
q : = n diu p[k];
r : == n mod p[k];
do r=O-
i,ffi + 1] : = i+ 1, p[k];
n := q;
q : = n diu p[k);
r ::::: n mod p[k]
od
untIl q ~ p[k]
ifn > 1~i,f[i+1]:== i+1, nft
t. In their implementation they use Pascal. We have instead chosen to use what is essentially Dijkstra's guarded
commands [4].
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In comparing the two implementations the following observations may be made:
(i) The inner loop in the second implementation unlik.e the> main loop in the first implementation
avoid:!? changing k and hence the prime nl,lmPer vC\riable".
(ii) In· the first implementation the guard "r = 0" must be tested twice with each iteration ~the
loop. This is not the case with the second implementation
(iii) Furthermore with the second implementation while the power-multiplicity for a given prime is
being determined it is not necessary to check" q s p[k]" each time. Consequently there will
usually be a gain in efficiency for the second implementation over the first implementation.
Ov) The second implementation could also be improved further by removing the variables r," and q
as they result in unnecessary assignments. When this is done we get the following implemen-
tation:
Implementation (3):
k : == 0; n: == N; i : == 0;
repeat
k:==k+1;
do n mod p[k] == 0 - i, n,ffi + 1] : == i + 1, n diu p[k], p[k] od;
until (n diu p[k]) s p[k];
if n > 1~ i,ffi +1] : = i +1, n fi
3.3. He&psort
Heapsort provides another interesting example of the effects of appropriate structuring.
The sift operation CIS it is t!su<;IlIy constructed in conventional heapsort implementations [10] is
seemingly the most appropriate for dealing with heaps. In the sift operation for the sort, the
heap is readjusted so that the element at the rootbf the heap is inserted into the heap to
restore the heap property and consequently force the smallest element in the heap into the
root position. This "smallest element" is the'next available "sorted" element. The body of
Wirth's implementation (in Pascal) [10] for the sift operation takes the following form where
the heap with root ata[!] is stored in the array segment a[l .. r}.
Implementation (1):
i :==/;j:== 2'i; x:== am;
while j s r do" begiri
ifj < r then if aD] > aD+ 1] then j : == j+ 1;
if x s aDJ then goto 13;
aW : == aD]; i : == j; j : = 2 ' i
end;
13: am: == x
This implementation treats the tasks of finding the next "sorted" element and inserting x. the
element at the root of the heap, as a composite task. If these two tasks are treated separately
a signifiqmtly more efficient implementation given below is obtained. This strategy for imple-"
menting heapsort has also been suggested by Floyd [11].
Implementation (2):
i : =1; j : = Z'i; x : = aW;
while j:5 r do begin
if j < r then if aOJ > aD + 1] then j : == j + 1;
oW : = ofj]; i: == j; j : == 2'i
end;
j: = i diu 2;
while afj] > x do begin
qW : = ofj]; i : = j; j : = j diu 2
end;
oW : == x
When this second sifting implementation is used in a heapsort it will 'on average use approxi-
mately the same number of array-element comparisons as quicksort [12} for random data. In
contrast with this when a conventional sift is used heapsort on average uses nearLy. twice the
number of comparisons used by quicksort [10]. It is a pity that this faster version of heapsort
is not more widely known, as it makes it much more competitive with quicksort in average
case behaviour. There is .another improvement that we can make to the sift operation that
avoids applying the guard If j < r lf directly after the guard If j :5 r lf • Instead we may use the
folloWing loop:
while j < r do begin
if aW > aD +1] then j : == j +1;
oW : = aW; i : = j; j : = 2'i
end
It is then necessary to include a finalization mechanism after this loop to handle the very infre-
quent case where j =r occurs.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The program structuring principle that we have demonstrated can be used in several
ways. It can be used to examine and if necessary convert existing algorithms to a strongly
structured form that may give a better match between the problem structure and program
structure and hopefully better efficiency. In our demonstration of the principle this is the
course we have taken. Differences in implementations for a problem are often very easily
understood and explained in terms of this structuring principle. 'The structuring principle can
also be used to assist in the design of new aigorithms as it can give guidance on problem
decomposition when used in conjunction with a stepwise refinement method [6]. Perhaps the
most important contribution that this structuring principle can make is to provide a benchmark
or reference for choosing the structure of programs. A worthy goal 'is to raise the' status of
program structuring in program design to a similar level to the status of data normalization in
database design. The present proposals are intended as a contribution in this direction.
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